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Child age Santa Wish

A (B) 1 month baby toys 
F (B) 1 mth baby toys 
M 11 mths something to help him walk 
S (B) 2 mths peek-a-boo puppy, any learning toys
S (G) 2 mths clothes, Fisher Price toys for baby.
S (B) 2 mths peek-a-boo puppy, any learning toys
L (G) 3 mths baby toys
J (B) 4.5 mth Anything 

J (B) newborn
D (B) 1

B (G) 1 Moana toys, music toys, any kind of toy on wheels 

T 1
A 1 Dolls 
k 1 baby dolls or blocks 
T 1 anything for a boy 
J 1 anything boy
D (B) 1

B (G) 1 Moana toys, music toys, any kind of toy on wheels 
J (B) 2 drum set and trucks. 

L (G) 2
J 2 Not in the stage of being picky yet. 
R 2 My life 
E 2 blocks and cars and books. 

W 2

C 2

A 2
S 2
B 2 Barbies/Strollers

newborn diapers - small bag •size 1 diapers •pacifiers 
wubbahub and nookums plush paci’s •backseat baby 
mirror •baby hats and baby mittens (to protect 
face) •hooded baby towels •swaddle me 
swaddlers •receiving blankets 
blocks and trucks  

Poppy from Trolls, baby dolls, puppy dogs, dancing 
and singing 

blocks and trucks  

1)Leap Reader Jr OR leap Reader reading and 
writing system from leapfrog.com 2)vtech touch 
&learn activity desk walmart/target 3)kid craft heart 
table and chair set (purple) or any toddler girl Lego 
play table with chairs . Amazon/walmart 4) little 
tikes easy store picnic table with umbrella. 
Walmart 7) baby alive potty dance baby-
walmart 8)American plastic deluxe vanity pink 
-walmart 9) reading books, coloring 
books&crayons, 10)little likes sandbox turtle 11) 
bath toys 12)Wooden Car Ramps Race - 4 Level Toy 
Car Ramp Race Track Includes 4 Wooden Toy Cars -
walmart 

Mickey Mouse, blue toys, truck, ride-on toys, 
anything outside 
hot wheel cars and trucks, ride on toy, baby doll 
stroller 
pj masks things, cars, building blocks and paw patrol 
things 
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K 2
T 2
J 2 drum set and trucks. 

O 2.5

N 2.5
Z (G) 3 Baby Alive doll & stroller, 

I 3

J 3

Z 3
L 3 motorcycle mickey mouse 
T 3 lol doll,Minnie and Mickey, kids tablet, clothes 
N 3 princess stuff barbie 
M 3 Dolls 
L 3 Trucks and Cars

W 3
Z 3 Baby Alive doll & stroller, 

X 3.5
G 4 LEGO's and super heroes

J 4
R 4
K 4 fake kitchen with food an pots an pans 
E 4 Batman stuff 

B 4
R 4 Shopkins and hatchimal toys,Socks & panties 

N 4
S 4
A 4
Z 4
A 4 dolls play kitchen table 

O 4

D 4
N 4 Fingerlings
G 4 LEGO's and super heroes

D 4.5

Motorcycles, jacket, ninja turtles, paw patrol stuff  
 PJ Mask, Paw Patrol & Action Figures 

purses and accessories. She also is showing lots of 
interest in electronic learning games. 
She loves baby dolls, Minnie mouse, legos, She does 
not have a coat that fits. She grew out of hers 
quickly. 

Doll house Outside play toys A toy seesaw Play 
doh Baby doll with stroller and accessories 
 Walking T-Rex dinosaur, Sponge Bob Krabby Patty 
remote control car, Black Panther Claw, Black 
Panther Nerf Strike Gauntlet, Flying Helicopter. 
learning toys loves paw patrol and Mickey Mouse 
needs clothes  

Dinosaurs. Star Wars. Building blocks like Lincoln 
logs. Dress up clothes. Remote control truck. 
Bicycle....anything boy stuff. They are both autistic 
so they are grateful for anything. 

guitar (toddler size) and Woody and Buzz lightyear 
from Toy Story. 

Trucks, or cars, motorcycles, balls, trains, movies, 
any kind of toys. 
Dress up  Jo siwa 

Red/black Power Rangers Bike, Slime Blaster, 
remote-control truck  

big remote control trucks,squishies,board games,Nerf 
guns, stuffed animals, paw patrol and dinosaurs. 
ninja turtle finger board  
 Disney princess Lego set princess 
 baby dolls LOL dolls clothes for her doll's 

baby doll, building blocks, my little pony and paw 
patrol things. 
LOL surprise dolls, baby dolls, nail polish, arts and 
crafts and games 

Play doh, Barbie dolls and clothes, Coloring books, 
Art stuff, Shopkins, Baby doll accessories
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S 5
D 5 Cars and games
E 5 Paw Patrol and legos 

M 5
K 5 fake kitchen with food an pots an pans 
V 5
L 5
E 5 bike or skateboard 
H 5 paw patrol tower 

A 5

S 5
D 5 Cars and games

A 6

L 6
A 6
I 6 Lego's and games 
E 6
J 6
A 6 Legos
k 6
T 6 Nerf guns and drone

K 7

H 7
O 7 Dolls, Bike
E 7

k 7
S 7
J 7 Nintendo switch board games and hot wheels skates. PS4 controller, skates
z 7 Lego's and art 
M 7
A 7

k 7
L 7
K 7 Shopkins
R 7 xbox1 tablet Legos

Girls dress up clothes /Toy 
Poodle/skates/bicycle/tablet/Princess Castle & dolls, 
tablet, LOL toys 

Fingerlings, Hatchimals, Polly Pocket, anything My 
Little Pony, Baby Alive 

Dinosaurs. Star Wars. Building blocks like Lincoln 
logs. Dress up clothes. Remote control truck. 
Bicycle....anything boy stuff. They are both autistic 
so they are grateful for anything. 
Girls dress up clothes /Toy 
Poodle/skates/bicycle/tablet/Princess Castle & dolls, 
tablet, LOL toys 

BB /Nerf Gun, Remote Control Car, Hot Wheels 
Race Track, Clothes (Hat, Gloves, Etc 
: leapfrog toys Mickey mouse toys Diapers size6 
wipes 
 a tablet LOL toys loves shopkins and Dora  

legos, Minecraft, football, Pokémon  
legos, Minecraft, football, Pokémon  

LOL, Barbie and Disney  

A tablet (hers broke) or anything baby doll related.  
Crafts Games Any sort of electronics, small iPad, 
iPod, anything to play games on Head phones 

 LOL surprise dolls and pikmi pops 
big remote control cars, Nerf guns, a watch,board 
games and squishies.  
 diary books baby 

xbox games bike or games  
my life doll items  
LOL surprise dolls, baby dolls, nail polish, arts and 
crafts and games 
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k 7

K 7
Z' (G) 8 JoJo Siwa Hairbows, Hello Kitty purse, 
B 8

R 8
C 8

E 8

A 8

A 8

C 8
D 8  Danek loves them they love Legos,
Z 8 JoJo Siwa Hairbows, Hello Kitty purse, 
B 8
J 9
J 9 Anything monster high or arts and crafts 

O 9
S 9

C 9
C 9 scrap booking and journals Loves Alabama

L 9

A 9

G 9

A 9
L 9
J 9
J 9 Anything monster high or arts and crafts 

O 9
S 9
Z 10 NBA or Madden 2k18 
B 10 Tablet, neonate doll, lol surprise dolls, 

•squishy balls/animals •roblox figures (the characters 
that can switch) •Elephant and Piggy books •fisher 
price imaginext ninja night wing and glider • Fisher 
price imaginext Black bat and ninja Batman •any 
mine craft Lego sets or creative build your own sets 

A tablet (hers broke) or anything baby doll related.  

Squishies, My Life dolls(or something similar) and 
accessories, LOL surprise dolls, Boxy Girl dolls, art 
supplies 
 bay-blades and outdoor fun like skateboard etc 
craft or science stuff, art supplies, pokemon cards, 
books 
Baby Alive, Barbie House, Fur Real Ricky, Clothes 
(Hat, Gloves ,Etc)  
lol dolls, unicorns, anything girly like lip gloss, Art 
drawing books with Gel pens 
hot wheel cars and trucks, lego sets, likes “Cars and 
Spongebob”, Nintendo 2DS video games, 5 lb 
Weighted blanket due to Autism 

doll house with doll  

Nerf, video games, makeup, slime and bath bomb kit 
supplies, clothes and shoes, coats 

Fingerlings Glitter Dragon pink and blue, Pikmipops 
Surprise, Hatchimal, LOL Surprise doll, Zoomer 
poney. 

nerf guns, camera, anything Fortnite, Roblox, or 
Minecraft  
Baby Alive, Fur Real Lexi, Barbie Set, Clothes For 
Cold (Hat, Gloves, Etc)  
-Basketball hoop, Loves sports, especially baseball 
and basketball, Legos, puzzles, a pair of Under 
Armour or Nike Elite Socks 

Nintendo Switch 
 clothes, football games hat and gloves 
doll house with doll  

Nerf, video games, makeup, slime and bath bomb kit 
supplies, clothes and shoes, coats 
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T 10 She wants a bike
J 10
J 10 ps3 games
K 10 art kits and music 
D 10 Anything Harry Potter, Sweatshirts
D 10 science stuff, art supplies, pokemon cards, books 

H 10

A 10
D 10

T 10
J 10
R 10

k 10

M 10
J 10  art set, cars trucks remote control cars
E 10
M 10 clothes 
H 10 barbie camper 
Z 10 NBA or Madden 2k18 
B 10 Tablet, neonate doll, lol surprise dolls, 

D 11

B 11

K 11
M 11 bike
N 11 Nerf guns and anything basketball. 
R 11

Z 11

Z 11
J 11 Clothes, shoes, toys , high chair 
N 11 Pokemon or Magic the game cards or STEM sets 
L 11

D 11

E 12
K 12 PS4 games, drawing tablet, legos 
J 12 GameStop cards, clothes, hiking boots, coat
K 12

Xbox 1 controller, Horses, earbuds, laptop 

My life baby doll clothes Barbie dolls hair 
accessories nail polish & jewelry 
boots, earrings,arts and crafts, bracelet maker and 
squishies  
jojo bows pokemon music  
Adidas or Nike clothes, boots, anything girly like lip 
gloss, purse etc. 
Crazy Eye game  Nerf 
 laptop computer bike makeup 
barbies, chow crown board game, fake finger nails, 
barbie clothes, dork diary books, fairy books, 
Hershey kisses 
bike (next step after 20”), favorite color is pink, 
Loves “Our Generation” Dolls and accessories, Twin 
Sheet Set, Karaoke machine, Squishie  

north face jackets or Columbia jackets or Hollister 
outfits 
Blu from Jurassic World, ninjago legos and Nexo 
Knight legos 
Xbox 1 games Pokemon cards DVD movies are 
cologne set Socks & boxers 

Games for ps4  
fortnite monopoly, anything fortnite, football, 
Hershey chocolate bar 

Movies, board games, coloring books they love art,  I 
would like some kind of a learning tablet or tablets 

laptop for school  NFL Patriots, anything sports
north face jackets or Columbia jackets or Hollister 
outfits 
Clothes. Size 15 and xl for the 17 yr old.. size adult 
medium and juniors 12. 
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D 12

K 12
K 12 drone, remote control car, Xbox one power cord 

D 12
D 12 Watches, Titans Stuff or Steelers stuff 

S 12

E 12
k 12 PS4 games, drawing tablet, legos 

J 13

J 13
K 13 makeup, Art stuff
M 13  Hoover board 

M 13 Remote control car 
X 13
P 13 Science kits, experiments 
H 13 Anything 

A 14

C 14
J 14
A 14 PSN cards, clothes, hiking boots, coat, socks
N 14
J 14 Nintendo switch Mario games 

C 14
B 14
S 15 Android watch for Galaxy Note 8
A 15
C 15
M 15 make up and perfume and cologne also
R 15 Xbox one controller destiny 2 fortnite battle pass 

K 15
S 15 Perfumes, clothing 

Daylan beat headphones and drone skates. Both want 
PS4 gift card. 

She is in to photography and make up. She loves 
doing artificial nails. Arts and crafts. 

Makeup, perfume, cologne ANYTHING Taylor 
Swift

Earphones -Computer Mic (he does you tube videos 
for entertainment) -Basketball (he's CRAZY over 
everything basketball and Stephen Curry) -Bracelets 
or beads and string to make bracelets. (Favorite color 
is blue) 
Clothes. Size 15 and xl for the 17 yr old.. size adult 
medium and juniors 12. 

north face jackets or Columbia jackets or Hollister 
outfits 
Xbox one gift cards.. Sport tights..size men's 
medium Over the calf Nike socks ..men's medium.. 

 ps4 remote control car hover board  

north face jackets or Columbia jackets or Hollister 
outfits 
"Pink"Victoria Secret sweat suit size Medium, Beat 
headphones, Body Spray, purse, earrings.
 legos and Pirates of the Caribbean 

refurbished ipad, Anime, AttackOn Titan, Tokyo Ghoul, Dr. Who 11 th Doctor
 Blue-tooth speaker, letterboard, beanie  

Overwatch and also likes statement t shirts. he plays 
for the Mt Juliet Band of Gold and their colors are 
gold, black, and white. Anything with that theme 
(hoodies, etc)  
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A 15
S 15 Android watch for Galaxy Note 8
K 16 Nintendo 3DS games, books, makeup, clothes

D 16

C 16
F (B) 16 Games clothes anything not picky 
J 16
A 16 anything
D 16 colognes, clothing 
B 16
E 17
D 17 gas or food gift cards

B 17
J 17
H 17 Games clothes anything not picky 
K 17
J 17 anything golf related. 
M 17 Perfumes, clothing 

Z 17
L 17
E 17

L 19

C 19
W 19 Kappa Alpha apparel, anything golf related 
D 20 clothes

E 20

R 20
B 21 loves Justin Bieber and Starbucks
Nate 22

anything Nike - and plays his X- box one a lot. Also 
likes to write and play basketball when he can. 
Neither of them have really asked for anything 
because they know I can't afford it. They both could 
use hats, gloves and hoodies, they don't really like 
coats 

making music and beats, wants mic for his laptop 
loves Green Bay Packers
Mountain Bike, Fishing Pole and tackle box, sheet 
set (full size), Loves music, Houston Rockets is 
favorite team  

PS4 game Black ops something?  

clothes ps4 games  
Perfume/ lotions/ bath stuff 

A Tablets ,A Video Game System And Clothes 
,Pajamas , Coats, Shoes ,Necklace 

 North Face Pullover, Patagonia long sleeve T’s 

anything camo- realtree is her favorite and she loves 
to draw. She's very artistic.  
Kindle fire.head phones  
Perfume/ lotions/ bath stuff 
Pokémon cards and stuffed animals and figurines 
likes “hello kitty and Pokémon” and Anime’, 
PlayStation 3 video games, 20 lb Weighted Blanket 
due to Autism 
Magic “The Gathering Cards”, computer stuff and 
computer games, 10-12ish lb Weighted Blanket due 
to Autism. 

Gas gift card (travels to Vanderbilt for infusion), 
Loves Sports-Hockey, Baseball, Football, 
Blackhawks and Cubs are favorite teams, enjoys 
Preds and Sounds games 
Gas gift card (travels to Vanderbilt for infusion), 
Loves sports-Black hawks and White Sox are his 
favorite teams, enjoy Sounds and Preds games 

 Fast food, Mall or Automotive gift cards 
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5 year old male
11 month male

9 year old male

9 year old male

8 year old male

7 year old male
12 year old male
13 year old male

2 year old 
female
5 year old 
female

14 year old 
female
12 year old 
female

9 year old 
female
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Krista Makeup 
Daisy two of the LOL toys 

Dixie

Lolz Dolls 

Skyann my one daughter wants a phone 
Harvick 

2 a Frozen comforter set twin bed and then a soft 
twin comforter blanket and a queen-size comforter 
blanket set 

Anything Roblox or Robux gift card 
Sims 4 for PC 
Clothes 
Boots 

Kindle fire.head phones  
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Make up and hair stuff. 
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size

3/6 months

clothes 24 mth shoes boys toddler 4 
0-3 months

0-3 months

3-6 months

0-3 months
24 month 

 clothes size 4t shoes size 9.
12 months
24 month 

size 2T -3T shoes 8 
24 month 

size 3/4 t clothes and size 8 shoe. 

2t shirt and pants, size 6 toddler shoe 

size 3t and shoes she is size 7/8 

3T

 size 6 months, shoe size baby 3 to 4. 

 3t 8c 

5) 2t -3t clothes, socks 6) size 8c shoes, she loves 
rainboots boots, winter /summer boots and tennis 
shoes 

size 5T shoes 10  
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size 3/4 t clothes and size 8 shoe. 

Pink boots size 12/1 & clothes size 7/8... preferably leggings 

3T clothes 

Pants size 7/8(adjustable waist) shirt size 8/10, shoes size 3. 

4T Shoes size 7 
3t clothes 6 shoes 
size 4T to 5T, shoe size 9c kids 
4T  9
girls 5/6 and shoe girls size 10 
4T

3T in pants, 4T in shirt 
Pink boots size 12/1 & clothes size 7/8... preferably leggings 

5 clothes and 1 in boys shoes 
4t clothes 9 shoes 
5T   11

size 4t/5t and shoe size 9/10. 

6 shoe size 11 
5T

5t clothes shoe size 10 in toddler  
size 4T and shoe size 7.5  

size 4/5 clothes and size 12 shoes  

 4t shoe 8 

size 4/5 clothes and size 12 shoes  

Boots sz 9 
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(youth medium) Shoes 11 pants 7/8, girly clothes

size 5/6 in shirts and pants shoe size 3 
size 6-7 shoes 13 
size 10 girls clothes shoes girls 13 or 13.5 
5T or kids size 5/6 

(youth medium) Shoes 11 pants 7/8, girly clothes

6 pants 6/Small shirt 13 Shoes 

5t shoe 10 

6 boys 1 shoe

10 shirts and pants

6t in clothes 

shirts and pants 7-8 shoe size is 1 1/2. 
7 boys 2 shoe

`

10 pants 7 shirts

4T in pants, 5T is shirt  

5 shoes size 11  

 size 8 shoe size 2  
8slim shoe size 1  

size 7 and shoe size 13  

Shoes or boots size 4 pajamas..size 14/16 

8 clothes and 3 in boys shoe  
 7 clothes 13 shoes  

 clothes 10 shoes girls youth 3  

8 shoes 3 youth  

kid size 10 and Large shirts husky size if Jean's  
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clothes size 11/13 juniors bottoms & medium shirts... preferably leggings 
Boy 10/12 or 12 husky pants shoes 4 

Clothes  size 12

7 Slim pants 7-8/Med Shirt 1 Shoes 

kids 10/12 , shoe size 6 Y 

shoe, 4,clothes,12 Slim 
clothes size 11/13 juniors bottoms & medium shirts... preferably leggings 
Boy 10/12 or 12 husky pants shoes 4 
pants size 9 in kids shirt small 

Pants 8/10(adjustable waist), Shirt size 8/10, black boots size 3 
7/9 leggings, size 8/9 jeans, large womens

pants size 9 in kids shirt small 

clothes sizes 14/16... preferably joggers 
size 12,14 clothing 

8/10 shirts, size 10 pants and size 3 Shoes. 

8 shirt and pants, size 2 boys shoe  

Sizes 10/12 girls 14/16 4.5 shoe and size 4 for 
twins 

 8 Slim pants 8/Med Shirt 3 Shoes  

 Sz.8/10, shoe Sz.4  
She typically wears an 8/10 or med in clothes, 
shoes 2/3 
16 -18 husky pants in boys 14-16 shirts  

Sizes 10/12 girls 14/16 4.5 shoe and size 4 for 
twins 
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clothes (dresses and leggings etc)
Women's large
Clothes  size 12

12/14 shoe size 61/2 

10 clothes and 6 in womens shoe 

ladies size small, shoe size- 6 1/2 
12boys 5 shoe

shoe, 8,clothes, 12-13 
12 shoes 4.5 youth 
10 in clothes 

clothes sizes 14/16... preferably joggers 
size 12,14 clothing 

pants 2 small in shirts

12/14 shoe 5 

clothes 12 shoes boys youth 6 

size 14 pants. Size 14/16 shirts size 5 shoes 

shoe 5,clothes 15-16 

size 16 and shoes youth 6.5 or 7, 

pants 2 small in shirts

Mens Small shirts, size 14 skinny jeans
38 Mens And Size 10 In Shoes 

clothes pants 32 x30, shirts men mediums, shoes 9. 

size 10 clothes 3 shoes  

size 8 pants. Size 10 or medium shirts, size 3 
shoes 

Sz.14/16, Shoe Sz.5  

-kid size 12 pants and shirts  

 med shirts pants size 12/14 shoe size 7  
7 junior 9 woman  

 size 14 -16 shoes 6youth  

kids size 16 pants and shirts  
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shirt size 16 shoe size 10 1/2 pants size 16 

 Junior size 7 and 11    7 ½ shoe

34x32 pants 9 1/2 shoes shirt Xl 
needs a coat. Mens medium/large 
Men's Medium, 30 waist men's 7. 

pants 2 shoes shirt small in junior 

Pants size 7 juniors, shirt medium juniors, shoes size 5 

Mens medium shirts,  28x30 pants

36 x38 pants 12 shoes 2xl 

 clothes sizes men's large... preferably joggers 

men's medium. He is 5' 3", and solid 
shoes 6 women's pants 9/10 shirts lg 

Clothing size is shirt 3x in women's. She is a very 
large girl for her age due to health reasons. Pants 
size 16/17. Shoes 10 wide in women. 
30x32 pants 9 1/2 shoes shirt Lg  

size 7 women jeans/leggings/jeggings  
 jogging/training pants (not sweats) size 16  

Men's small for clothing Size 10 for shoes 

1 pants small shirt  

Nike shoes..men's size 8 

Boys size 16-18 or men size 26  Shoe size 5 1/2 
youth  

16 in pants due to her height. Her shirt size is girls 
XL or women's XS. She is 5' tall, 98 pounds 
 women's small, (4) shoe size 10 

 large shirts pants size 34 shoes size 13  
16 women  9 shoe
 36x34 pants 11 1/2 shoes shirt 2xl  
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 clothes sizes men's large... preferably joggers 

30 – medium

men's medium shoe 12

32&34-30 pants lg shirts shoes size 11 

Large Woman For The Girls And Size 6 In Shoes 

Shoe size 9 hunter 
men's medium shoe 12
Large shoe 12
shoes 8 women's pants 11/13 tops lg/xl 

xi shirts and 18 pants and size 10 shoes 

men's medium shoe 12
32/30 joggers, large

size xxl top and 40/32 pants 

pants - 27 waist 31 length he loves joggers Shirts - 
medium Shoes - 9 mens 

Sz.XXL, Shoe Sz.13  
Shoe size 8 Fisher  

Woman’s 2xl, 20 waist 9 in shoes.  
shoes 12 men's shirts 1x pants 38x32 or 38/34  

med shirts woman sizes pants size 10 shoes 10  

pants - size 0 to 1 in juniors Shirts - small to 
medium Shoes - 7 women, she loves boots  

Xl shirt, 16 pants, size 8.5 women's shoe  

no prints As shirt, 29x32 pants, size 9.5 Men's 
shoe  

 Sz.Large, Shoe Sz.13  

 Sz.Large, Shoe Sz.13  

 clothes size Adult Medium 
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xoxo shirts and 20 pants size 10 shoes. 
xl shirts sizes so joggers and size13 shoes 

 size 7 in jeans skinny jeans medium and a shirts 
and a 2X and hoodies  size 11 shoe
 7 in pants for Daisy and med shirts  5 in shoe

 medium shirt and 10 pants 5 in shoe
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